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Conceived in Rome and born in the streets of cosmopolitan New York, 

Coreterno is the lifestyle brand driven by the visionary creative director 

Michelangelo Brancato and stylist Francilla Ronchi.

Coreterno which translated from Italian means “eternal heart”, draws 

inspiration from a wonderfully mysterious world of rebellious poets and 

engravers long gone and forgotten. Every creation blends motivational 

quotes with graphic images that evoke powerful emotions declined on 

candles and perfumes.

Coreterno collections feature representation of archetypal Rock and Pop 

symbols, nineteenth-century portraits and illustrations, ancient books of 

science and art and antique engravings, all reinterpreted in a contemporary 

fashion twist resulting in modern vintage collectibles.

Find inspiration with a Visionary Pillar candle, relax with one of Aphrodite 

Glass Jar candles and wander in the mesmerizing world of Eau de Parfum: 

you will galvanize yourself while exploring all the mystical paths of Coreterno.

Through Coreterno collections, language becomes the medium of expression 

in people’s constant quest for happiness and the words and symbols depicted 

on each craft, open the doors to a magical and powerful universe.
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Bright, delicate but at the same time of character, enveloping.

The light of bergamot and white rose petals are “dirty” with 

salicylates that add a slightly salty appearance without marine 

scents, but like the wind that comes from the sea and crosses 

the desert. The bottom is extremely enveloping, musks and 

vanilla round off the fragrance, linked together by the character 

of ambrette to create an accord that does not go unnoticed.

TOP NOTES
White Rose and 

Bergamot

MIDDLE NOTES
Salicylates

BASE NOTES
Ambrette, Musk and

Vanilla

PUNK MOTEL

SIZE PRODUCTS

25 g / 0,88 oz SOAPPaper Wrapped*

PACKAGING

CORETERNO | PUNK MOTEL

30 ml / 1 fl. oz SHOWER GEL 

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

BODY LOTION

Aluminium Tube*

500 ml / 16,90 fl. oz
cm 7 x 19,6 h

SHOWER GEL

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

HAND & BODY CREAM

HAND WASH

Stand Alone Dispenser*

V I X

* available on request 




